Classroom Activity Guide

Creative Career
Exploration
Starts Here
It’s full STEAM ahead in classrooms
everywhere! The Find Your Future series
starts with high-interest STEAM career
profiles and reader-friendly sidebar
features. But it’s the creative twist that sets
this series apart from others in the genre
and makes the books ideal for use in the

To get started, students choose a chapter of interest in one
of the Find Your Future (either assigned by the teacher
or chosen according to personal interests). The following
activities engage students in an active pursuit of additional
information and deeper understanding of the featured
STEAM career.

Surf the ‘Net

Students use search terms shown in
bold-face in the Surf the ‘Net section
of each chapter to seek out information
related to the chapter’s topic. There is
space provided on the Find Your Future
handout for students to share three facts
discovered during the independent (and
well-supervised!) research process.

Explore Some More

This element prompts Informal
exploration of topic-centric websites and
online games. There is space for students
to describe their online experience in the
Find Your Future handout.

classroom. Find Your Future titles integrate
three 21st century skill-building activities
into each chapter to spark curiosity and
encourage independent research.

Ask Big Questions

Readers encounter a question related to
the featured career and are encouraged
to complete various types of projects as
a means of answering the question and
sharing their thoughts with others. With
strong “show and tell” potential, this
activity can be used as a starting point
for career day presentations and career
exploration reports.
There is space to for students to reflect on their answers to
these thought-provoking queries in the Find Your Future
handout.

Reading Comprehension Check-Up

A simple matching activity is found at the end of each book
to reinforce what readers have learned about the various
careers featured in each book. Instructions ask students to
match job descriptions with the corresponding job title.
Readers can rely on information found in each chapter
as well as in glossary definitions to determine the correct
answers.
The following handouts include activities associated with
each of the five Find Your Future titles.

Reading Level

Grade
Reading
Level

Grade
Level
Equivalent

Interest
Level by
Grade

Find Your Future in Science

U

5

4 – 12

Find Your Future in Technology

V

5

4 – 12

Find Your Future in Engineering

T

5

4 – 12

Find Your Future in Art

T

5

4 – 12

Find Your Future in Mathematics

U

5

4 – 12

Choose A Career Adventure provides “you are there”
vignettes that let readers imagine themselves doing some of
the coolest careers in some of America’s coolest places.

Educational Description

STEAM series- science; earth and human activity,
technology, engineering, art, math, Non- fiction narrative,
high interest/low vocabulary (Hi-Lo), illustrations enhance
meaning and tone, comprehension strategies: main idea
and details, ask and answer questions, research prompts:
surf, explore, and ask big questions, text to text, text to self
and text to world connections. Informational text features:
headings, side text, photographs, captions, glossary, review,
index, About the Author.

Common Core State Standards
Learning Strands

Writing (Grade 4): 1, 1a, 1b, 2, 2b, 2d, 7, 8, 9, 10
Speaking & Listening (Grade 4): 1, 1a, 1c, 1d, 4
Language (Grade 4): 3, 3a, 4, 4a, 4c, 5, 6
Reading: Informational Text (Grade 4): 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, 10

Answer Keys:

Find Your Future in . . .
Science 1-H; 2-G; 3-D- 4-A; 5-B; 6-C; 7-E; 8-F.
Technology 1-E; 2-B; 3-G; 4-D; 5-H; 6-F; 7-C; 8-A.
Engineering 1-F; 2-E; 3-B; 4-C; 5-D; 6-A; 7-H; 8-G.
Art 1-D; 2-H; 3-B; 4-A; 5-F; 6-C; 7-E; 8-G.
Mathematics 1-H; 2-B; 3-A; 4-G; 5-D; 6-C; 7-F; 8-E.

More Creative Career Exploration
Resources
Get a Job titles offer a fictional hook by way of a character
named Jeremiah Oliver Baumgartner (that’s Job, for short)
who provides some comic relief while introducing readers
to career opportunities within familiar community places.

To order books contact your favorite book distributor or go online to www.cherrylakepublishing.com.

Science

Name

Which science career did you explore?

What Internet search terms did you use?

What three facts did you discover about this topic?
1
2
3

What website did you visit?

What did you do and discover online?

What was your big question?

How did you answer the question?

1

Science

Name

continued

Let’s review some of the amazing career ideas you discovered in the book Find Your Future in Science.
Can you match the following job descriptions with the correct job title?

A Astrophysicist

1 Performs lifesaving surgery on a family’s beloved pet

B Chemist

2 Explores ways marine organisms can be used in lifesaving

C Crime scene investigator
D Environmental scientist
E Food scientist
F Hydrologist
G Marine biologist
H Veterinarian

medicines
3 Protects endangered animals from extinction
4 Plans manned missions to Mars, the moon, and other

extraterrestrial destinations
5 Eliminates bad hair days with a foolproof styling gel
6 Solves the crime of the century
7 Develops a way to make broccoli taste as good as candy
8 Eliminates water poverty around the world

EXTRA CREDIT!
Pick three words from the glossary and use them in sentences.
1

2

3

2

Technology

Name

Which technology career did you explore?

What Internet search terms did you use?

What three facts did you discover about this topic?
1
2
3

What website did you visit?

What did you do and discover online?

What was your big question?

How did you answer the question?

1

Technology

Name

continued

Let’s review some of the amazing career ideas you discovered in the book Find Your Future in Technology.
Can you match the following job descriptions with the correct job title?
A Artificial intelligence

scientist
B Biotechnology

engineer
C Cyber security agent
D Data scientist
E E-commerce manager
F Mobile app designer
G Nanotechnologist
H Video game designer

1 Figuring out a system to schedule drone deliveries of your

online store’s products
2 Unraveling the secrets of how worms regrow after

amputation in order to develop human organs that can
heal themselves
3 Using nanoparticles to create a test that can detect cancer

cells before tumors can be seen in X-rays
4 Using big data to pick the winning lineup for the champion

Super Bowl football team
5 Using virtual reality to create a game that lets gamers travel

back in time
6 Creating an app that warns people of earthquakes and

other natural disasters before they happen
7 Stopping a ring of cybercriminals who plan to disrupt the

subway transportation system in a major U.S. city
8 Inventing a robot that can help kids with their homework

and household chores

EXTRA CREDIT!
Pick three words from the glossary and use them in sentences.
1

2

3

2

Engineering

Name

Which technology career did you explore?

What Internet search terms did you use?

What three facts did you discover about this topic?
1
2
3

What website did you visit?

What did you do and discover online?

What was your big question?

How did you answer the question?

1

Engineering

Name

continued

Let’s review some of the amazing career ideas you discovered in the book Find Your Future in Technology.
Can you match the following job descriptions with the correct job title?

A Aerospace engineer
B Chemical engineer
C Civil engineer
D Computer engineer
E Environmental engineer
F Manufacturing engineer
G Mechanical engineer
H Robotics engineer

1 Figure out the world’s most efficient way to make

millions of chocolate chip cookies
2 Design an environmentally-friendly school
3 Find new ways to preserve packaged food with healthy

ingredients
4 Build the world’s tallest skyscraper
5 Invent a wearable computer that is built into sneakers
6 Design the first flying car
7 Design a robot that helps doctors diagnose and treat

diseases like cancer
8 Use 3-D printing to design a new jet engine

EXTRA CREDIT!
Pick three words from the glossary and use them in sentences.
1

2

3

2

Art

Name

Which art career did you explore?

What Internet search terms did you use?

What three facts did you discover about this topic?
1
2
3

What website did you visit?

What did you do and discover online?

What was your big question?

How did you answer the question?

1

Art

Name

continued

Let’s review some of the amazing career ideas you discovered in the book Find Your Future in Art.
Can you match the following job descriptions with the correct job title?

A Architect

1 Decides what to put on a cereal box

B Cartoonist

2 Uses words to tell stories in commercials

C Fashion designer

3 Uses computer software to animate illustrations

D Graphic designer

4 Helps keep people safe inside buildings

E Museum curator

5 Designs a car that runs on garbage

F Product designer

6 Creates costumes for movies

G Set designer

7 Works with lots of ancient artifacts and treasures

H Writer

8 Decides what buildings and props are needed for a

theatrical performance

EXTRA CREDIT!
Pick three words from the glossary and use them in sentences.
1

2

3

2

Mathematics

Name

Which mathematics career did you explore?

What Internet search terms did you use?

What three facts did you discover about this topic?
1
2
3

What website did you visit?

What did you do and discover online?

What was your big question?

How did you answer the question?

1

Mathematics

Name

continued

Let’s review some of the amazing career ideas you discovered in the book Find Your Future in Mathematics.
Can you match the following job descriptions with the correct job title?

A Accountant
B Actuary
C CAD designer
D Cryptologist
E Economist
F Sports statistician
G Surveyor
H Urban planner

1 Designing and planning communities and forecasting the

future needs of cities
2 Estimating the risk and likely cost of major events, such as

death, sickness, injury, disability, or loss of property
3 Keeping track of what businesses earn and spend
4 Measuring property boundaries
5 Creating and cracking codes
6 Creating very precise blueprints used in building and

manufacturing
7 Recording every move an athlete or team makes during a

game
8 Studying supply and demand of a resource or product

EXTRA CREDIT!
Pick three words from the glossary and use them in sentences.
1

2

3

2

